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ESPN helping addict teens to smoking nicotine
Do you trust ESPN with your
children? You shouldn't.
It's likely that at this very
moment ESPN is inside your
child's middle or high school,
where it is intentionally trying to
entice them to smoke, dip,
vape or chew nicotine. Need
proof?
The March 30, 2015 edition of
ESPN magazine is its 2015
Major League Baseball (MLB)
Preview. This edition thrice
hurls addiction slowballs at
more than 2 million youth
readers ages 12-17.
Here, I've added images
associated with the three
tobacco ads appearing on
pages 2 and 3 (Grizzly Long Cut smokeless), page 23 (Natural American
Spirit) and page 63 (Newport cigarettes) to ESPN magazine's MLB edition
cover (996 x 1240 | 800 x 996 | 398 x 496 ).

Students are first greeted by a two-page Grizzly dip ad inviting them to
Grizzly.com and to experience Grizzly's "darker," "richer" "flavor." (full size
image | 800x490 )

This after baseball lost hall of famer Tony Gwynn at age 54 on June 16,
2014 to oral cancer, which, during a 2011 ESPN special, Tony asserted
was caused by his addiction to dipping.
Next, in the spirit of "The Natural," ESPN hits teens with
Natural American Spirit (850 x 1205 | 700 x 992 | 300 x
425). Spirits are spirted because they contain up to 35%
freebase nicotine (compared to Marlboro's 9.6%),
making them one of America's most addictive cigarettes
ever.
Does ESPN require that kids be warned that American
Spirits are super addictive? No. Instead, it allows the
advertisement to suggest that American Spirits may be the healthiest
cigarette on the planet, in that they are "100% additive-free natural
tobacco" with "organic tobacco & organic menthol."
ESPN's third strike appears on page 62 where teens are
invited to "Strike it rich" by experiencing Newport's
"premium tobacco pleasure!" (976 x 1250 | 800 x
1025)| 300 x 384).
Still, is fair to suggest that ESPN is intentionally targeting
America's kids for addiction to nicotine? Absolutely!
The mailing address on the front covers of the copies of

ESPN magazines I've thumbed through over recent months indicate that
ESPN is knowingly mailing tobacco ads into public schools.
Want to get angry too? Pick up the phone and call your child's school
(you can quickly get the number by Googling the school's name). Ask for
the library or media center. Now, ask if the school subscribes to ESPN
magazine and whether they have the MLB Preview edition picturing
baseball player Giancarlo Stanton of the Marlins on the cover.
If so, kindly ask the librarian if they wouldn't mind looking and telling you
what advertisement appears on pages 2 and 3, page 23, and page 62.
Last, ask if the school's name clearly appears on the front cover mailing
label.
As I reviewed in 2005, since 1989 selective binding technology has
allowed magazines to insert or remove any advertisement they wish into
or from any magazine edition, allowing them to create multiple advertising
versions of the exact same magazine.
It's why ESPN intentionally attacking your child's sanctuary inside their
school should be criminal. It should be a wake-up call for every parent,
teacher, administrator and school board member.
ESPN knows or should know that a child's mind can only withstand so
manyconscious and subliminal invitations to experiment before their first
fateful "what the heck" moment, "let me see what all the fuss is about."
It knows or should know that it may only take a child using a time or
two before their brain dopamine pathways begin generating wanting for
more.
This is a sports magazine for God's sake! You'd think ESPN would fight to
protect the student's ability to breathe instead of addicting them to their
lungs gradual destruction, while instantly robbing carbon monoxide
inhaling smokers of cardiovascular endurance.
Almost as horrible, ESPN is knowingly undermining physician counseling
of smoking patients.

During your next visit to the doctor look closely and reflect upon the
subconscious message ESPN is delivering to smoking patients. It's that
smoking health concerns can't be that bad if your doctor is forcing them to
endure tobacco ads while waiting to see them.
Director of the nation's leading nicotine dependency recovery
site, WhyQuit, I call on ESPN to immediately cease and desist in targeting
students for addiction to nicotine.
Broader, I implore the nation's Attorneys General to threaten litigation
against any magazine knowingly sending nicotine marketing into any
public school. For if that isn't targeting, what is?
And I call upon the American Medical Association to flex its muscle in
demanding an immediate end to tobacco ads being sent to the office of
any subscriber known to be a physician or other health care provider.
Together, we can protect our children from a neo-nicotine industry, and
purchased influence, hell bent on enslaving them.

I, John R. Polito, am solely responsible for the content of
this article. As always, any factual errors will be promptly
corrected by sending notification to me at john@whyquit.com.
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WhyQuit.com - WhyQuit is the Internet's oldest forum devoted to the art,
science and psychology of cold turkey quitting, the stop smoking method used
by the vast majority of all successful long-term ex-smokers. Left to right,
WhyQuit is organized under three headings: (1) Motivation, (2) Education and
(3) Support.
"Never Take Another Puff" - Imagine a free 149 page stop smoking ebook
that's registered more than 4 million downloads and was written by a man who has devoted 40 years,
full-time to helping smokers quit. Never Take Another Puff (NTAP) was authored by Joel Spitzer, the
Internet's leading authority on how to stop smoking cold turkey. It is an insightful collection of almost
100 articles on every cessation topic imaginable.
"Freedom from Nicotine - The Journey Home" - Written by John R. Polito, a former 30-year heavy
smoker and WhyQuit's 1999 founder, Freedom from Nicotine (FFN) is a free nicotine dependency
recovery book that documents the science underlying nicotine dependency
and successful cessation.Whether hooked on cigarettes, e-cigarettes (ecigs), bidis, kreteks, a pipe, hookah or cigars, on dip, chew, snuff or snus,
or on the nicotine gum, lozenge, spray, inhaler or patch, FFN provides a
comprehensive yet easy to follow road-map to freedom from nicotine.
Turkeyville - Visit Turkeyville, Facebook's most popular quit smoking
support group. The group's primary focus is the first few days and helping
new quitters get started. Yes you can!
Joel's Library - Joel's Library is home to Joel Spitzer's "Daily Quitting
Lesson Guide." The Guide walks new quitters through the first two weeks of smoking cessation,
recommending daily videos to watch and articles to read. Joel's Library is also home to more than 100
original short stop smoking articles, to his free ebook Never Take Another Puff, and to his collection of
more than 200 video stop smoking lessons.
Nicotine Addiction 101 - WhyQuit's guide to understanding nicotine dependency.






Freedom - Looking for a deadly serious and highly focused education oriented
support group? Home to Joel Spitzer, Freedom is the Internet's only 100%
nicotine-free peer messageboard support forum. Explore Freedom's hundreds of
thousands of archived member posts on how to quit smoking.
Nicotine Cessation Topic Index - An alphabetical subject matter index to
hundreds of nicotine cessation support group discussions, article and videos.
40 Quitting Tips - Key cold turkey nicotine cessation tips on how to stop smoking, vaping, chewing or
sucking nicotine into your body and bloodstream.

Knowledge is a Quitting Method!
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